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1. The Shining Cuckoo (Harbinger of Spring) 

 Listen to the mp3 recording below of this cuckoo's song. The bird is more heard than seen but if you’re 
lucky enough to get a sighting, the flash of iridescent green with banded chest is beautiful

 Its host the little grey warbler manages to rear one clutch of its own before the shining cuckoo arrives here 
in Spring from the Solomon Islands and New Guinea.


How does it get its egg into the grey warbler’s nest without causing damage?  Perhaps after laying, it 
places the egg, carefully carried in its beak, via the warbler's small circular nest entrance.
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The fledged chick cries incessantly and seeing a little grey warbler ‘parent’ busily fetching insects to fed its 
oversized ‘chick’ is a sight to behold.


 Foraging cuckoos can be quite approachable, when seeking kowhai moth caterpillars in the open foliage of 
a kowhai tree.

 

 Like most cuckoo species, they have the ability to eat toxic insects like the hairy caterpillar of the magpie 
moth and ladybirds that are avoided by many other birds and are one of the few New Zealand birds 
recorded eating monarch butterfly caterpillars, and taking red admiral butterfly caterpillars from tree nettle.


2. Half price traps for sale: 

Email me if you are interested in purchasing.If you have a large property and wish to set up pest control, 
there may be other cheaper options and we can advise and help you. 

- T Rex rat traps in pet safe boxes ($10 each)

- Timms possum traps ($20 each)

- Wooden tree mounts for Timms ($10 each)

- Stainless steel (non rust) DoC 200s in boxes for mustelids, rats, hedgehogs ($35 each)




3. Our August catches: 

Thanks to everyone for reporting their predator catches. Dave M and Chris G and Mike S from the Orchard 
are regular contributors. If you have forgotten it is not too late to report former catches, just let me know the 
approximate month. If you are able to sex your possum catches that could be helpful.


4. Our Sept catches:  

Rat and possum numbers are significantly decreased around Sharp Bush this year

In Sept the reported catch from the community was:


Rats: 10 

Possums: 5



